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•  Renaissance in radio detection of air 
showers	

–  high duty cycle	

–  access to shower development	


•  Existing or planned extensions at CR / 
neutrino experiments:	

–  KASCADE-Grande + LOPES	

–  IceCube + RASTA	

–  TREND	

–  ANITA	

–  Pierre Auger Observatory + AERA	

	


•  Radio poses unique technical challenges 	
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resolution in our maps is ,28 in azimuth and elevation towards the
zenith. Within these limits the emission appears point-like. To put
this in perspective, we note that previous radio experiments used
fixed analogue beams with a width of ,208 and no possibilities for
imaging. Current detectors for UHECRs (for example, AUGER) are
limited to about ,18 accuracy. Positional accuracies for LOPES can
be a fraction of a degree for bright sources. This will improve further
with interferometer baselines longer than used here.
To make an initial and reliable statistical assessment of the radio

properties of air showers, we have investigated a rather restrictive
set of events with relatively high signal-to-noise ratio and simple
selection criteria. The criteria are purely based on shower parameters
reconstructed fromKASCADE.Using events from the first half year of
operation, starting January 2004, we selected all events with a shower

core within 70m of the centre of LOPES, a zenith angle ,458, and a
reconstructed ‘truncated muon number’ of Nm . 105.6 < 4 £ 105.
The truncated muon number is the reconstructed number of muons
within 40–200m of the shower core. For KASCADE, this quantity is a
good tracer of primary particle energy19, Ep / Nm

0.9. The selection
corresponds approximately to Ep . 1017 eV. This is the upper end of
the energies that KASCADE was built for. Using these selection
criteria (‘cuts’) leaves us with 15 events and a 100% detection
efficiency of the radio signal. This avoids any bias due to non-
detections. The rather restrictive cut on the shower core location
allows us to ignore radial dependencies. Also, the antenna gain
reduces significantly at zenith angles .458. Even though neither
KASCADE nor LOPES are optimized for large zenith angles, we have
also checked for highly inclined events. Selecting all events with a
much lower truncated muon number of Nm . 105 and zenith angle
.508 we still detect .50% of all events—in many cases with very
high field strengths. However, given the current uncertainties of
KASCADE in shower parameters for inclined showers, we ignore
those events for our analysis below.
The strength of the detected radio pulses in our sample is some mV

per m per MHz at present, but we still lack an accurate absolute gain
calibration. The position of the radio flashes are coincident with the
direction of the shower axis derived from KASCADE data within the
errors. The average offset is (0.8 ^ 0.4)8 as determined from our
radio maps.
We find the strongest correlations between the absolute value of

the electric field strength height of the pulse, 1 andNm, and between 1
and the geomagnetic angle, aB. The latter is defined as the angle
between the shower axis and the geomagnetic field. No obvious
correlation is found with the zenith angle. Theory4 predicts that
owing to coherence the electric field strength should scale linearly
with the number of particles in the shower, which—for KASCADE—
is approximately proportional to the number of muons. Hence, to
first order we can separate the two effects by dividing the electric field
of the radio pulse by the truncated muon number. We find that
1m ! 1/Nm / (1 2 cosaB), where the lowest geomagnetic angle in
the sample was aB ! 88 (see Supplementary Fig. 3). It is also possible
to use a 1m / sinaB behaviour, which for our data gives only
marginally worse results. Simulations6,7 indicate that this strong
dependence on aB is largely a polarization effect, as LOPES antennas
currently measure only a single polarization in the east–west
direction.
We can use this dependence to correct for the geomagnetic angle.

Figure 2a shows the measured radio signal 1 plotted against muon
number, while Fig. 2b shows the same plot where we use a normalized
field strength height, 1a, corrected for the (1 2 cosaB) dependence.

Figure 1 | Radio map of an air shower. For each pixel in the map, we formed
a beam in this direction integrated over 12.5 ns and show the resulting
electric field intensity. Longitude and latitude give the azimuth and elevation
(AZEL) direction (north is to the top, east to the right). The map is focused
towards a distance of 2,000m (fixed curvature radius for each pixel). The
cosmic ray event is seen as a bright blob of 2.48 £ 1.88 size. Most of the noise
in this map is due to interferometer sidelobes caused by the sparse radio
array. No image deconvolution has been performed.

Figure 2 | Radio emission as a function of muon number. a, The logarithm
of the radio pulse height, 1, versus the logarithmofmuon number, which has
not been corrected for the geomagnetic angle dependence. b, As a but now
the geomagnetic angle dependence is corrected for (1a). The correlation

improves significantly. Solid lines indicate power-law fits. Errors were
calculated from the noise in the time series before the pulse plus a nominal
5% error on gain stability. Both errors were added in quadrature. The radio
pulse height units are arbitrary. Errors are one-sigma standard deviations.
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Radio Air Shower Detection	




Radio Emission from Air Showers	


•  Coherent pulse (MHz 
frequencies) of primarily 
geomagnetic origin	


•  Simplification:	


•  Asymmetry confirmed with 
LOPES, CODALEMA 
experiments	


•  Full story is actually more 
complicated...	
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Status (I): Theory & Simulations

•microscopic approaches
•Geosynchrotron model

•REAS2 by Huege et al.

•AIRES-based code by Du Vernois et al.

•EGS-based code by Engel et al.

•macroscopic approaches
•transverse current model

•Kahn & Lerche

•Scholten et al. model

•Gousset et al. large impact parameter appr. 

•Meyer-Vernet et al. model

•Simplification:
•First to check!   ! geomagnetic origin

Figure 5 : Sky maps of observed radio events. Raw 
event sky map (top) and 10° gaussian smoothed map 
(bottom) are shown. The zenith is at the center, the 
azimuth is: North (top, 0°), West (left, 90°), South (bot-
tom, 180°) and East (right, 270°); the direction of the 
geomagnetic field at Nançay is indicated by the dot. 
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Figure 6 : Fraction of events for 7 independent sam-
ples of events (619 events in total). The fractions of 
events coming from the East and from the South are 
indicated by triangles and squares respectively. The 
expected ratio of 0.5 in the symmetric case is indicated.

Figure 7 : Evolution of the fraction of events (squares: 
coming from the East, triangles: coming from the 
South) with energy. The expected ratio of 0.5 in the 
symmetric case is indicated. 
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CODALEMA skymap	




Pierre Auger Observatory	


•  Hybrid cosmic ray air 
shower detector	


•  Southern site (3000 
km2) in Argentina 
completed 2008	


•  Energy threshold:	

–  E > 1018 eV full array	


–  E > 1017 eV infill array	
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Auger	  South	  
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Auger Engineering Radio Array	


	

•  20 km2 extension to 

southern site: 160 radio 
detector stations	
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•  2010-11: deployed dense core ���
(23 stations)	


	

	


infill tanks	


HEAT	




AERA Station	


Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA

antenna

communication
presently fiber
later wireless electronics

GPS

solar panel
pre-amplifier

station
layout
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Central DAQ Container	
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ODF	  
subscribers	  
switch	  
ODF	  
subscribers	  
switch	  

PCs	  

RAID	  



Hybrid Self-Triggered Cosmic Rays	


•  First hybrid cosmic ray 
detections in mid-April	

– coincidences with SD	


•  First super-hybrid 
event at end of April	

– radio, SD, and FD	
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27 events: 0.3 to 0.9 per day	


Ethresh ~ 2 × 1017 eV	


angular difference	

median = 2.8º	


SD energy	




Raw Data (2.5 hours)	
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DAQ Topology	


•  L1: low-level station trigger 
(FPGA)	


•  L2: high-level station trigger (CPU)	

–  send timestamps to central DAQ	


•  L3: multi-station coincidence 
(central DAQ)	

–  request event waveform data from 

stations	


•  At each stage: opportunity for 
filtering / data reduction	
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L2	  

L2	   L3!	  

L2	  (Rmes)	  

1-‐500+	  Hz	  

L3	  

L3	   storage	  

L3	  (waveforms)	  

0.1-‐50	  Hz	  



Level 1: Increase Signal-to-Noise	


•  Remove narrowband 
transmitters	


•  IIR notch filter	


•  Median filter (FFT + rolling 
median + iFFT)	


•  Matched filter	
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development	


Institut für Prozessdatenverarbeitung und Elektronik
(IPE)
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Optimal filter: theory

• Better: optimal filter, gives best S/N ratio by theory (see Numerical Recipes)
• Averaged Noise- |N(f)| and signal-spectra |S(f)| need to be known

• Simply multiply Fourier coefficients from FFT with :

• in FPGA computation is just possible with integers (no FPUs)
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Level 1: Smart Trigger	


•  Eliminate non-bandwidth-
limited pulses	


•  Second “noise threshold”	


•  Integrated power in time 
windows 	
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T1!

T2!

baseline!

Tper!

Tcmax!

Tpr!

Pmax!

TRIGGER!

implemented	


development	
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Figure 2: Example of a recorded radio transient associated with an extensive air shower detected on station
A2, NS polarisation. The waveform on the left is unfiltered whereas the one on the right was numerically
band pass filtered in 45! 55MHz.

To define our trigger criterion, we lean upon the latter consideration to determine a time window of 300 ns
in which the expected radio transient is contained. The rest of the waveform is divided in 7 equivalent time
windows surrounding the first one in which no signal above the noise level is supposed to be found.
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Figure 3: Squared voltage divided in 8 segments of 300 bins (or equivalently 300 ns) from the filtered signal in
figure 2. The radio transient is clearly visible whereas the noise is hardly seen. The signal is then integrated
over each of the 8 segments to give the energy contained in each window.

As we are dealing with finite energy signals, the SNR will be maximised by comparing the energy contained
in each time window. We thus define the energy contained in a 300 ns portion of a filtered signal as

Ek =
300!

i=1

v2i (1)

with k ranging from 1 to 8 for each portion of the signal as illustrated in figure 3.
As shown in table 1, the signal window (number #4) in which the transient is contained presents an energy

value orders of magnitude above other windows, called noise windows, where only the galactic emission should
contribute.

Segment number #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
Energy (mV2) 564 552 490 11744 448 547 586 498

Table 1: Energy values for signal in figure 3 computed in the 8 segments. The radio transient is contained
in the 4th segment.
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Periodicity as Noise Indicator	
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50 Hz	




Level 2: Periodic Veto	
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Figure 9: Capture of the periodic background
from bad start values with frequency regulation.
Blue dots: triggered events, black line: expected
event time, red line: no lock-in achieved, dead time
is not applied.

Figure 10: Time di!erence of events from their
expected timestamp with the frequency regulation
method. The algorithm has no valid lock-in where
the vertical axis is colored red.

range from 49.5Hz to 50.5Hz. The time span when138

these background events are expected repeats with139

this variable frequency. This way the algorithm140

would pretty much behave like a phase locked loop141

(PLL), locking on the background frequency, and142

keeping the relative phase constant.143

The algorithm starts with a frequency of 50Hz144

and a random start time. For each event, occur-145

ing within 5 ms before the expected time, the fre-146

quency f is increased by a small step !f, events less147

than 5 ms after the expected time decrease the fre-148

quency by !f. Events with a larger time di"erence149

do not a"ect f.150

The frequency step !f grows proportional with151

the time di"erence and has a maximum value of152

5mHz for a time di"erence of 5 ms. In order to153

avoid oscillations of f, we use a small damping term,154

slowly restoring f to its average value f calculated155

over the last 256 events. For each event the fre-156

quency is updated like shown in eq. 1157

fi+1 = 0.99 · (fi + !f) + 0.01 · f (1)

The procedure does not depend on proper start158

values, after few seconds the algorithm is able to159

detect the periodic background events and lock on 160

its frequency as shown in fig. 9: Beginning with bad 161

start values the algorithm catches the background 162

after 10 s, and is fully locked-in after 20 s. This 163

means, that after a station power down due to a 164

completely discharged battery, the 50Hz supression 165

is only operational after 20 s, which is completely 166

acceptable as the station will need some time to 167

boot up anyway. Furthermore the algorithm is ro- 168

bust towards losing the lock under fast frequency 169

changes, and is able to regain the lock if lost any- 170

how. The precision of the frequency regulation is 171

shown in fig. 10. 172

A valid lock-in can easily be monitored by count- 173

ing both the number of events within and outside 174

the ±5ms time window around the expected time. 175

When properly locked, most of the events should 176

be within the window. This self monitoring is also 177

shown as red or black color of the line in fig. 9 . 178

The whole algorithm is easily implementable into 179

an FPGA, as it mostly consists of counters and 180

adders. 181

4

field testing	
Track 50 Hz drift (power line load) with digital PLL	




Level 3: Direction	
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Trigger time pairs: can still veto hotspots	
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implemented	




Direction and Periodicity	
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development	




Polarization for Offline Event Selection	
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Communications Development	


•  Fiber too expensive: need low-power, 
medium- to high-bandwidth wireless	


���
	

•  Fully custom TDMA wireless	


–  5.5 Mbit/s, 2.5W	

–  180 subscribers / sector	

–  can optimize protocol to DAQ	

���
	


•  Commercial 802.11n + TDMA	

–  150 Mbit/s, 3W	

–  80-100 subscribers / sector (?)	

–  no access to MAC layer	

���
	


•  Distributed protocol design	

–  stations find coincidences themselves	
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field testing	


field testing	


development	


KIT – Universität des Landes Baden-Württemberg und
nationales Forschungszentrum in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft www.kit.edu

AERA Wireless Comms - status report

Content
Results of link test in 
Mar.2011
Development status
Next test step
Network specification

Yue Zhu, Dr. Matthias Kleifges Karlsruhe Institute of Technology - IPE



Summary	


•  Radio detection of air showers is maturing	

–  a number of cosmic ray and neutrino experiments actively exploring radio	

–  super-hybrid observations underway	


–  challenges for data acquisition and background rejection	


•  But... many ways to distinguish air showers from man-made noise	

–  pulse characteristics	


–  periodicity / direction	


–  polarization	


•  Solutions will get us to a large-scale radio air shower array!	
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Thank you!	
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Backup slides	
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AERA Physics Program	
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3. UHECR cosmic ray physics with AERA
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1.  Full understanding of all 
radio emission mechanisms	


2.  Potential of radio technique 
for primary energy and 
mass determination	


3.  Composition of ankle 
region; understanding 
Galactic to extra-galactic 
transition	


4.  ... scale up!	

12

3. UHECR cosmic ray physics with AERA



Direction of Noise Sources	
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Power Line

El Diamante ? 

Antennas at 
El Diamante

Transformer Station, 
Farms ?

Farms, Oil ?

???

El Sosneado, Communication Tower ?

63°
138°

165°

221°

42°

Directions of the noise sources


